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Repairxpert partners with the National Forest Foundation
For every item bought or fixed at Repairxpert, one new tree is planted.
United States – Repairxpert is proud to announce the start of a new campaign with a goal of
promoting ecology and environmental awareness. After years of successfully repairing gadgets
like phones, tablets, and computers, Repairxpert decided to partner up with the National Forest
Foundation.
Being so long in the electronics industry, people at Repairxpert have a first-hand knowledge
what a serious issue to a global ecology stands in the form of electronic waste. People feel
more comfortable with simply throwing away their old phone before even consider fixing it and
saving their money. More than that, our society grew a need to buy new products while there
are still used products in perfect condition. This increased consumption of electronics leads to
higher level of pollution in many ways. With more gadgets, people use more power; more
waste is created by plastic, glass and electronics industries. All this affects our Earth and leaves
everyone with more than just a concern, but also a responsibility to act.
Repairxpert feels that responsibility and acts upon it, but it also wishes to engage everybody
else to join the cause. The company is dedicated to reusing, reselling, and repairing old phones,
computers, and tablets, and takes the whole process a step further. Since the start of this
campaign, each phone, computer, and tablet that gets repaired in one of their shops also
means a fresh new tree planted. The same goes with every item bought, which all are certified
pre-owned. This actually means that the customers are not only reducing pollution while buying
a pre-owned device, they are also increasing the level of oxygen in our atmosphere. The
campaign will be executed through a partnership program with National Forest Foundation
who will plant a tree for every item bought or repaired at RepairXpert.
Save money and help save planet Earth together with Repairxpert and National Forest
Foundation.
https://www.repairxpert.com/

